
ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Modelsabout Information SystemsManfred A. Jeusfeld1, Matthias Jarke2, HansW. Nissen2, and Martin Staudt31 KUB Tilburg University, Infolab, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands2 RWTH Aachen University of Technology, Informatik V, 52056 Aachen, Germany3 Swiss Life, Information Systems Research, 8022 Z�urich, SwitzerlandSummary. ConceptBase is a meta data management system intended to supportthe cooperative development and evolution of information systems with multipleinteracting formalisms. It supports a simple logic-based core language, O-Telos,which integrates deductive and object-oriented features in order to support thesyntactical, graphical, and semantic customization of modeling languages as wellas analysis in multi-language modeling environments.1. Multi-language Conceptual ModelingConceptual models o�er abstract views on certain aspects of the real world(description role) and the information system to be implemented (prescrip-tion role) [You89]. They are used for di�erent purposes, such as a communica-tion medium between users and developers, for managing and understandingthe complexity within the application domain, and for making experiencesreusable. The presence of multiple conceptual modeling languages is commonin information systems engineering as well as other engineering disciplines.The reasons are among others:{ the complexity of the system requires a decomposition of the modeling taskinto subtasks; a frequent strategy is to use orthogonal perspectives (dataview, behavioral view, etc.) for this decomposition;{ the information system is decomposed into subsystems of di�erent type,e.g. data storage system vs. user interface; experts for those subsystemstend to prefer special-purpose modeling languages;{ the modeling process is undertaken by a group of experts with di�erentbackground and education; the experts may have di�erent preferences onmodeling languages;{ conceptual modeling has di�erent goals (e.g., system analysis, systemspeci�cation, documentation, training, decision support); heterogeneousgoals lead to heterogeneous representation languages, and to heterogeneousways-of-working even with given languages.The pre-dominant approach to solve the integration problem is to "buy"an integrated CASE tool which o�ers a collection of prede�ned modelinglanguages and to apply it in the manner described in the manual. Thereare good reasons to do so: the method design has already been done and



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 3the interdependencies between the multiple modeling languages have alreadybeen addressed by the CASE tool designers. Moreover, a CASE tool supportsthe standardization of information systems development within an enterprise.Still, there are information systems projects that require more exibility interms of modeling language syntax, graphical presentations, and semanticsof modeling language interactions. The Telos meta modeling language hasbeen developed to address these concerns. Its implementation in Concept-Base, a meta data management system based on the integration of deductiveand object-oriented technologies, supports an Internet-based architecture in-tended to support exible and goal-oriented distributed cooperation in mod-eling projects.1.1 A Brief History of Meta ModelingIn the mid-1970s, several semiformal notations supporting the developmentof information systems were developed. The use of some of these becamestandard practice in the 1980s, especially entity-relationship diagrams fordata modeling and dataow diagrams for function modeling. More recently,object-oriented methods have added notations for behavior modeling, suchas Statecharts, giving a broader picture of the speci�cation and an easiermapping to implementations in languages like C++ or Java.It was recognized early on that managing large speci�cations in these no-tations posed serious problems of inconsistency, incompleteness, maintenance,and reuse. Conceptual modeling languages incorporate ideas from knowledgerepresentation, databases, and programming languages to provide the neces-sary formal foundation for users with limited mathematics background.In early 1980s, Sol Greenspan was the �rst to apply these ideas to re-quirements engineering, when he formalised the SADT notation in the RMLlanguage [GMB94]. This was a precursor to numerous attempts worldwide.Initially, these languages embodied a �xed ontology in which requirementsengineering could be described. As early as 1984, it was recognized that mod-eling formalisms must be customizable. Je� Kotteman and Benn Konsynskiproposed a basic architecture that included a meta meta model (M2-modelfor short) as the basis for using di�erent notations within a development en-vironment [KK84]. ISO's Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS)[ISO90] standard generalized this idea to propose an architecture that com-bines information systems use and evolution. Figure 1.1 shows its four-layerarchitecture applied to the conceptual modeling activity.The Instances and scenarios level contains objects which cannot haveinstances. Examples are data, processes, system states, measurements and soon. Objects may have attributes and they may have classes (residing in themodel level). During design, when the information system and therefore theinstances do not yet exist, this level also contains scenarios of the intendeduse of the system.
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Usage environmentFig. 1.1. The ISO IRDS architecture applied to conceptual modelingThe Models level represents the classes of the objects at the instancelevel. Those classes de�ne the schema (attributes, properties) of the instancelevel objects as well as rules for manipulating these objects. At the same timethe classes are themselves instances of the schema de�ned at the modelinglanguage level.At the Modeling languages level, meta classes de�ne the structure ofthe objects (classes) at the model level. In other words, a model is instanti-ated from the meta classes of the modeling language level. In section 3., themodeling language level will be used to de�ne speci�c graphical notationsand their interrelationships.The M2-model level contains meta meta classes (M2-classes). Theyare classes with instances at the modeling language level. Multiple modelinglanguages are possible by appropriate instantiations from these M2-classes.Moreover, the dependencies between the multiple languages can be repre-sented as attributes between M2-classes in the M2-model level.The four IRDS levels can be grouped in pairs that de�ne interlockingenvironments, as shown on the right side of the �gure: usage environments,application engineering environments, and the method engineering environ-ment, which manages the interrelationships among modeling languages andthe interactions among modeling tools. The interlocking between the modelscan be read down or up. Reading down, the architecture supports the gen-eration of a distributed modeling environment; reading up, it supports theintegration of existing environments. In either case, the choice of metamodelsis crucial for the support the model de�nition and integration environmentscan o�er.However, modeling languages do not just have a programming languagesyntax which needs to be customized. The customization should also addressgraphical conventions of the modeling formalisms; for example, the mobilephone developer Nokia employs more than 150 method variants in terms ofnotation, graphics, and ways-of-modeling. Moreover, the correct usage of eachformalism and the consistency of models that span across di�erent modelingformalisms should be de�nable.



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 5Since the late 1980s, more dedicated M2-models have been developed, asdiscussed in the next subsections. In parallel, the need to have generalizedlanguages dedicated to meta modeling and method engineering was recog-nized by several people. In several iterations, a number of European projects[JMSV92] jointly with the group of John Mylopoulos at the University ofToronto developed the language Telos [MBJK90] which generalized RML toprovide a meta modeling framework which integrates the three perspectivesof structured syntax, graphical presentation, and formal semantics.However, early attempts to implement the full Telos language (as in the�rst version of ConceptBase [JR88]) showed that its semantics was still toocomplicated for e�cient repository support based on known technologies.Three parallel directions were pursued by di�erent, but interacting and par-tially overlapping groups of researchers.The MetaEdit environment developed at the University of Jyv�askyl�a[KLR96] is a good example of an e�ort focusing on graphics-based methodengineering, i.e. the graphical de�nition of graphical modeling formalisms.Starting from early experiences with ConceptBase in the DAIDA project[JMSV92] the Semantic Index System developed in ESPRIT project ITHACA[CJMV95] focused on an e�cient implementation of the structurally object-oriented aspects of the Telos language. It may be worth noting that therecently announced Microsoft Repository [BHS+97] has generalized such anapproach to full object orientation based on Microsoft's Common ObjectModel.Complementing these structural concerns, the �rst step in the furtherdevelopment of ConceptBase within ESPRIT project Compulog focused onthe simpli�cation of the logical semantics. The dissertation [Jeu92] showedthat the non-temporal part of Telos, with very minor modi�cations, can bebased on the perfect model semantics of deductive databases with negation[CGT90], resulting in the O-Telos dialect used in the present version of Con-ceptBase 1 [JGJ+95]. Thereby, the diagrams denoting the structure becameexplicit facts in the database (of concepts), the syntactical constraints are rep-resented as deductive rules or queries or integrity constraints, and the manip-ulation services are expressed as restrictions on how to update the database.This simple formalization thus was a prerequisite of the re-integation of syn-tactical, graphical, and semantic aspects of meta modeling, as discussed insection 2. below.1.2 Three Basic Modeling MethodologiesAs observed in [Poh94], modeling processes proceed along three dimensions:representational transformation, domain knowledge acquisition, and stake-1 ConceptBase has been developed since 1988 and been applied in numerousmodeling projects around the world. The current version of the system canbe obtained from the address http://www-i5.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/CBdocfor research and evaluation purposes.



6 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtholder agreement. Existing methodologies tend to emphasize one of thesedimensions over the others: the modeling notations, the available knowledgewithin a speci�c domain, or the people involved in the analysis project. Allthree methodologies have long histories, with little interaction between them.All of them use multiple modeling perspectives but the purpose of these andtherefore the integration strategies are quite di�erent.Notation-oriented methods manifest their assistance in the set ofmodeling notations they o�er. Their philosophy can be characterized by theslogan In the language lies the power. Examples of notation-oriented meth-ods are structured analysis approaches, as, e.g., Modern Structured Analysis(MSA) [You89], and object-oriented techniques, as, e.g., the Uni�ed ModelingLanguage (UML) [FS97]. A large number of CASE tools in the market o�ergraphical editors to develop models of the supported notations and check thebalancing rules that must hold between models of di�erent notations. Thenotations as well as the constraints are hard-coded within the tools and arenot easily customizable by users.A completely di�erent strategy is employed by the domain-orientedanalysis methods. For a speci�c application domain, e.g., public adminis-tration or furniture industry, they o�er a prede�ned set of reference models.Reference models describe typical data, processes and functions, togetherwith a set of consistency tests which evaluate relationships between the mod-els. Reference models represent the knowledge collected in multiple analysisprojects within a particular domain: In the knowledge lies the power. Thereuse of reference models can strongly reduce the analysis e�ort. However,it can be inexible since the user can tailor the notations, the constraintsor contents only to the degree foreseen by the developers of the referencemodels, or completely loses the help of the method.The ARIS Toolset [IDS96] o�ers a platform for working with referencemodels. It also o�ers hard-coded constraint checks within and across themodels. These tests are programmed individually and new tests can be addedmanually, without a coherent theory, even though the concept of event-drivenprocess chain (EPC) provides a semi-formal understanding [Sch94]. Towardsa more formal approach, the NATURE project has de�ned formal problemabstractions [MSTT94] via a M2-model which de�nes principles for the spec-i�cation of domain models.Goal- and team-oriented approaches speci�cally address the objec-tive to capture requirements from multiple information sources and to makearising conicts productive. They incorporate stakeholder involvement andprescribe general process steps rather than notations or contents: In the peo-ple lies the power. Prominent examples include IBM's JAD (Joint ApplicationDesign) [Aug91], SSM (Soft Systems Methodology) [Che89], and PFR (Anal-ysis of Presence and Future Requirements) [Abe95]. In these methods highlyskilled group facilitators animate the participants, guide the analysis processand keep an eye on the compliance with the speci�ed analysis goals. The



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 7general idea is to get as much information as possible from di�erent sourcesin a short time.Teamwork remains very informal to enhance creativity. Neither notationsnor analysis goals are prede�ned by the methods but speci�ed by the par-ticipants according to the actual problem to be solved. To accommodate thechange of goals during project execution, the customization of analysis goalsand notations is required even during a running project. Outside ConceptBasefew supporting tools are available beyond simple groupware tools. The mainreason for this dilemma is the high degree of customizability the tools musto�er. They must be extensible towards new notations and exible enough tosupport changing analysis goals.1.3 Goals and Architecture of ConceptBaseThe design of ConceptBase addresses the following goals:1. The system should include a feature to de�ne and interrelate specializedconceptual modeling languages in an cost-e�ective way. The languageshould reect the modelers' need of key concepts types and their inter-pretation of those concepts.2. The system should be extensible at any time. when the need for a newconcept type occurs, it should be possible to include it into the conceptualmodeling language de�nition in terms of language constructs, graphicalpresentation, and semantic constraints.3. The system should not only check the syntactic correctness within andbetween models, but also allow to memorize patterns that indicate se-mantic errors in the models. The memory of those patterns should beextensible and adaptable to the user's growing experience, thus supportorganizational knowledge creation [Non94].
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Fig. 1.2. Concept-Base is a client-servermetadata managerConceptBase is realized in a client-server architecture (cf. �gure 1.2). TheConceptBase server stores, queries, and updates Telos models. The servero�ers the method TELL for updating the object base and the method ASK



8 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtfor querying its contents. Persistent object storage is implemented in C++.Reasoning services for deductive query processing, integrity checking, andcode generation are implemented in Prolog.A ConceptBase client is often a modeling tool, either graphical or textual,but it could be another application, such as a simulation tool. The Internetis the medium for the communication between the server and the clients.Programming interfaces for various toolkits, including Andrew, Tcl/Tk, IlogViews and Java exist. The distributed version of ConceptBase includes astandard usage interface, along with advice on how to develop your own.2. The O-Telos LanguageLike other conceptual modeling languages, O-Telos o�ers a textual and agraphical representation. Both are structurally extensible through our metamodeling approach, encoded in the basic language structure. However, thedistinguishing feature of O-Telos in comparison with other meta modelingapproaches is its simple logical foundation which enables (a) e�cient imple-mentation using experiences from deductive database technology, (b) cus-tomization of the semantics of modeling formalisms, and most importantly,(c) customization and incremental organizational learning about the analysisof interactions between modeling formalisms. We �rst discuss the user viewof the language (textual and graphical syntax), then the logical foundationsand �nally its usage in customization and model analysis.
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ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 92.1 User ViewThe four IRDS levels discussed in the introduction de�ne di�erent user classesfor O-Telos. Method engineers de�ne a modeling language (here: ER) basedon common principles (M2-classes NodeConcept and LinkConcept in the ex-ample). Application engineers learn such a modeling language (symbolized bythe meta class EntityType) and develop a model (containing for example aclass Employee). Finally, application users manipulate instance level objectsthat conform to the model.
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 constraint Fig. 2.2. O-Telos' builtin objectsA closer look at �gure 2.1 reveals that any modeling facility supportingsuch an interlocked way-of-working requires at least three basic languageconcepts { one for self-standing labeled objects, a second one for labeled linksbetween them, and the third one to express the instantiation relationshipbetween the IRDS levels. In order to provide formal control over the usageof these base constructs, a fourth concept, that of a logical assertion, is alsodesirable.As shown in �gure 2.2, the kernel of the O-Telos language is just that.All other language facilities (such as generalization hierarchies, cardinalityconstraints, and so on) can be bootstrapped from this kernel.In the textual view we group together all information for an object (e.g.Employee). The class (e.g. EntityType) of that object precedes the objectname, the attributes of the object (e.g. salary) are sorted under attributecategories (e.g. entity attr) which refer to the attribute de�nitions of theobject's classes. Note that all objects, i.e. links and nodes, are instances ofthe builtin object Object.Object EntityType with EntityType Employee withattribute entity-attrentity-attr: Domain name : String;end salary: IntegerendBesides inserting and modifying O-Telos objects (TELL function), thesecond main function of the server is the ASK facility. Queries are formu-lated like ordinary classes with a (membership) constraint [SNJ94]. They arerecognized by the system via the keyword QueryClass. The query evaluator



10 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtcomputes the answers and establishes an intensional instantiation relation-ship between the query class and the answers.The following example presents a query class RichEmployees computingall employees with salary greater than 120.000. We restrict the set of answersto the employees by de�ning the query class as a specialization of Employee.The attributes which should be part of the answer are speci�ed as attributesof the query class. In the example we will get the msalary attribute for allcomputed employees. The constraint forms the membership condition, i.e.all only employees that satisfy this constraint become answers to the queryclass. For the example we require that the value of the salary attribute isgreater than 120.000.QueryClass RichEmployees isa Employee withattributesalary : Integerconstraintc : $ salary > 120.000 $endNote that updates (TELL) and queries (ASK) may refer to any abstrac-tion level. Thus, instance level objects are updated and queried in exactlythe same way as the concepts of the modeling language level.The ConceptBase user interface includes a customizable graph-browser.The base function is to display node objects like Employee and link ob-jects like Employee!salary. The customization is done by assigning graph-ical types to nodes and links directly or via deductive rules. It is thereforepossible to specify a certain graphical type to all instances of a speci�c object.An example of graphical customization will be given in section 3..2.2 Logical Foundations of O-TelosO-Telos is fully based on the framework of deductive databases, more pre-cisely Datalog with strati�ed negation [CGT90]. It employs a single relationP to store nodes and links of a semantic network. Nodes are represented byself-referring objects P(x,x,n,x) stating that an object identi�ed by x andlabelled by n exists. An attribute labelled a of an object x having the at-tribute value y is written as P(o,x,a,y). The attribute itself is regarded as afull-edged object with identi�er o. We distinguish two attribute labels withprede�ned interpretation: The fact that an object x is an instance of a classc is represented by an object P(o,x,in,c). Moreover, the specialization re-lationship between two objects c and d is stored as an object P(o,c,isa,d)where c is sometimes called a subclass of its superclass d.The P relation allows the representation of arbitrary semantic networks.It serves as the so-called extensional database in the deductive interpretationof O-Telos: all explicit information (e.g., a diagram) is stored as objects in



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 11the P relation. It should be noted that instances and classes are uniformlyrepresented as objects. Classes may be instances of objects themselves2. Theability of O-Telos to represent instances, classes, meta classes, M2-classesetc. uniformly as objects makes it a good framework to store information atdi�erent abstraction levels as presented in the subsequent sections.The extensional database is accompanied by the so-called intensionaldatabase, i.e. a set of deductive rules and integrity constraints that are storedas attributes of objects. The rules and constraints are logical expressions thatare evaluated against the extensional database. The formal interpretation ofrules is based on a �xpoint semantics [CGT90] which precisely de�nes whichfacts can be derived from the database (extensional plus intensional part).Intuitively, the derivation follows the Modus Pones rule: if the condition Aholds and we have a rule "A then B", then the fact B holds. Constraintsare special rules of the form "if A does not hold then we have discoveredan inconsistency". The object-oriented structure of O-Telos is de�ned on thesimple P-relation via prede�ned rules and constraints included in any O-Telosdatabase - the so-called O-Telos axioms.forall o,x,c P(o,x,in,c) ==> (x in c)If we explicitly state that x is an instance of c than the fact (x in c)holds.forall o,x,c,d (x in c) and P(o,c,isa,d) ==> (x in d)If x is an instance of a subclass, then it is also an instance of its super-classes.forall p,c,m,d,o,x,l,y P(o,x,l,y) and P(p,c,m,d)and (o in p) ==> (x m/l y)forall x,m,l,y (x m/l y) ==> (x m y)The �rst rule derives an attribute predicate (x m/l y) whenever an at-tribute o is declared as an instance of another attribute p at the class level.The label m is called the category of the attribute p. The second rule omitsthe label of the instance level attribute.Alltogether only 30 such rules were prede�ned in O-Telos [Jeu92]. Thetwo important things to memorize are{ The single P relation is able to capture semantic networks ("nodes con-nected by links").{ Rules and constraints are used to �x the interpretation of abstractions likeinstantiation and specialization. These abstractions are prede�ned nodeand link types in the semantic network.2 If x is an instance of a class c and c is an instance of a class mc, then we referto mc as a metaclass of x.



12 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudt2.3 Conceptual Modeling Languages as Meta Models in O-TelosThe foundation of O-Telos just provides the facilities for representing graphs,plus to constrain and query them via logical conditions. In the followingwe show that this is enough for not only describing a large collection ofconceptual modeling languages but also to relate them in a formal way.O-Telos treats information at each abstraction level uniformly as objects.The fact that some object is an instance of a class at the upper level isrepresented as a (derived or stored) fact (x in c). A meta class in O-Telosis simply a class mc which ful�lls the condition exists x,c (x in c) and(c in mc). Attributes are also full-edged objects: attributes at a class levelare the classes of the attributes at the instance level.Constraints are employed to specify conditions on the instantiation ofclasses. Rules de�ne information that is derived from explicit information.Note that constraints and rules can be de�ned at any abstraction level, evencrossing several abstraction levels. For example, the instance inheritance ruleabove is applicable for objects at the model level as well as for objects atthe M2-model level. We distinguish the following types of formulae accordingto the levels involved in the logical condition. As an example, we again usepieces of a formalization of the Entity-Relationship (ER) approach withinO-Telos.{ Model conditions. Such formulae quantify over instances of classes de�nedat the model level. For example, there may be a class Employee at themodel level with an attribute 'salary':forall e,s (e in Employee) and (e salary s) ==> (s > 0){ Modeling language conditions. Such formulae quantity over instances ofmeta classes. For example, the meta class EntityType could have a con-straint that each instance (like Employee) must have at least one attribute(like salary):forall c (c in EntityType) ==> exists d (d in Domain)and (c entity_attr d){ M2-model conditions. Here, the formulae talk about objects at the mod-eling language level. In our running example, we can think of the twoM2-classes NodeConcept and LinkConcept that shall be used to de�neEntityType and RelationshipType. A M2-model condition could be thatlinks connect nodes but not vice versa:forall x,y (x connects y) ==>(x in LinkConcept) and (y in NodeConcept)The reader should have noticed that there is no formal di�erence betweenthose three kinds of formulae; they are just quantifying over objects at di�er-ent abstraction levels. The uniform representation of O-Telos objects provides



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 13this feature quasi for free. The above examples showed formulae quantifyingover objects at the next lower level of abstraction (class to instance). It is alsopossible to express conditions spanning more than two IRDS levels. Such con-ditions are needed when the semantics of certain concept types (meta classes)can only be expressed in terms of the instances of the instances of the metaclasses. As an example consider "key attributes" of entity types in the ERmodeling language.forall x,y,e,k,a,d,v (x,y in e) and(e in EntityType) and P(k,e,a,d) and(k in Key) and (x a v) and (y a v)==> (x = y)The formula states that when two entities x,y of the same entity type ehave the same value for the key attribute a, then they must be the same.Such conditions are typical for formal interpretation of conceptual mod-eling languages. The interesting thing is that those conditions are expressiblein the Datalog logic of O-Telos. Thereby, they can be added and evaluatedto the (deductive) database at any time. This makes it possible to de�nespecialized modeling languages just by storing appropriate meta classes withtheir axioms (rules and constraints) in the database. More examples of suchformulae crossing multiple IRDS levels can be found in [JJ96].3. Case Study: Design of a Customized ConceptualModeling EnvironmentThe following case study illustrates the management of conceptual models inthe context of computer-support for an informal, teamwork-oriented analysismethod used by a consulting company. Details and experiences can be foundin [NJJ+96].The consulting �rm uses the analysis method PFR (Analysis of Presenceand Future Requirements) for rapid, focused requirements capture in settingsthat alternate between team workshops and individual interviews:1. In a two-day workshop, stakeholders de�ne an initial shared vision. Thegroup makes a rough analysis of the current business processes (mostlyin terms of information exchange among organizational units), analysesthe goal structure behind the current pattern, identi�es goal changes,drafts a redesigned business process, and identify the perspectives of somestakeholders as critical to success.2. The perspectives identi�ed as critical are then captured in detail by inter-views, workow analyses, and document content studies. This step hasthe goal of testing the initial vision against the existing and expectedorganizational context, and to elaborate it, both in terms of deepened



14 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtunderstanding and in terms of more formal representations (e.g. in theform of activity sequences or data ow models). The acquisition processis accompanied by a cross-analysis of the captured conceptual models forconsistency, completeness, and local stakeholder agreement.3. A second workshop is intended to draw the individual perspectives to-gether and to achieve global stakeholder agreement on the requirements.The step is accompanied and followed by the development of a compre-hensive requirements document of typically several hundred pages.Even for rather complex projects, the goal is to complete the whole processin a matter of weeks rather than months. A major obstacle in achieving thisgoal has been the cross-analysis of heterogeneous conceptual models in step2. Due to time pressure, this analysis often remained incomplete. This ledto repeating cycles of steps 2 and 3 due to problems detected only duringthe second workshop. In a few cases, it even led to problems in the �nalrequirements document which showed up later as errors in the design, coding,or even usage testing phase.Initially, standard modeling languages like Entity-Relationship diagramswere used both for describing the current procedures and the new (improved)procedures.Problems with the standard tools emerged with respect to interpretation,extensibility, and analysis functionality. Regarding interpretation, customerscomplained that they wouldn't understand the di�erence between certainconcepts of the modeling languages. For example, discussions emerged onwhether a certain property of an entity would be a relationship or just an at-tribute. During these discussions, computer scientists would take the lead andthe other participants would loose interest. Customers asked for a graphicalmethod where one has just nodes and links.Another issue mentioned was extensibility. The consulting company hasdeveloped its own approach to IT controlling where media was a central con-cept, i.e. the physical carrier of data like paper and oppy disk. Informationon which data would be stored on which medium was important to decide howto improve the current workow of the customer. Unfortunately, no CASEtool on the market �tted to these needs or could be easily adapted to it.Finally, the analysis capabilities of standard packages were regarded as in-su�cient. Standard tools concentrate on syntactical correctness of the modelsand their interdependencies. However, the semantic correctness was seen asmuch more urgent. The following situation occured in a customer project: Acomplex data object (tax form) was modeled which contained a smaller dataobject (tax rate) as a part. A system function was provided to update the taxrate. In this application however, it was required that the numbers in the taxform are updated whenever the tax rate is changed. Since this dependencywas detected only after implementation, major error correction costs wereinduced. As a consequence, the consulting company wanted to memorize this



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 15pattern as a possible (not su�cient) cause for a semantic error in the systemmodel.3.1 Customizing ConceptBaseTo tailor O-Telos to the standard PFR modeling languages the consulting�rm �rst de�ned their syntax in O-Telos, as shown in �gure 3.1.
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16 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtsome of the expected problems. The explicit distinction between the Mediumand the Data it contains allows for the detection of optimizable workowsin the business process. Since the analysis goals may change from project toproject, also this domain model may change to cover the actual problems tobe investigated.
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Fig. 3.2. A media-centered metameta model for PFRBeside the domain structure, the meta meta model contains the formal-ization of the analysis goals. They reect the problems the analysis project issupposed to discover. Many customers of the consulting �rm want to optimizetheir document ow. Therefore an analysis goal is to detect agents who geta document, but perform no activities on data contained on that document.Thanks to the formal semantics of O-Telos we are able to specify this analysisgoal as a formal multi-level condition and to evaluate it on the contents ofthe object base. We use a special syntax to indicate multi-level literals: A lit-eral of the form (i [in] c) describes an instantiation relationship betweeni and c that crosses multiple classi�cation levels. A literal of the form (a [m]b) where m is an arbitrary label describes an attribute predicate that crossesmultiple levels. In our case we use a label from the M2-model level to form acondition on the schema level.forall supply,user,medium (supply [in] Agent!supplies) and(user [in] Agent) and (supply [to] user) and(medium [in] Medium) and (supply [the] medium)==> exists info,action (info [in] Data) and(medium [contains] info) and (action [in] Activity)and (action [performed_by] user) and((action [input] info) or (action [output] info))In the example environment more than 80 standard analysis goals makesemantic statements about single models, inter-relationships between multi-ple models and properties of the modeled business process. These analysisgoals cannot be hard-coded because they may change from one project toanother. Further experiences in applying the PFR method lead to the de-tection of further patterns of potential errors in business processes. These



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 17patterns are then formulated as analysis goals to be available in followinganalysis projects. An example of such a pattern is the situation where anagent gets a document that contains only data that is already supplied tohim by other media. This pattern does not always describe an error of thebusiness process, but it is a hint for further investigation. It may indicate anunnecessary media supply which is subject for optimization. But it may alsobe an intended situation where the agent performs a comparison check of thesame data located on di�erent media.The syntactic and semantic extension of ConceptBase is complemented bya graphical extension. A graphical type can either be speci�ed for a speci�cobject or for all the instances of an object.

Fig. 3.3. The three levels within ConceptBaseFigure 3.3 presents a screendump of the ConceptBase graph browser. Itshows a part of the three repository levels using the graphical types de�nedby the consulting �rm. The part of the meta meta model de�ning the infor-mation exchange is shown on the top. The shape of a human is the graphicalpresentation of the object Agent and the shape of a set of papers of Medium.They used the shapes to indicate the abstract nature of these concepts. Below



18 M.A. Jeusfeld, M. Jarke, H.W. Nissen, and M. Staudtthese objects the notation of the corresponding conceptual models is shown.The Organisational Unit is presented as a rectangle and the Package as adiamond. On the bottom a small excerpt of the 'information exchange' modelis given. For the modeled agents and documents they used the �lled graphicaltypes of the concepts of the meta meta model to indicate that these objectsare more concrete.4. Summary and OutlookConceptual modeling requires the use of multiple interdependent languages.Selecting the right collection of languages and focusing the analysis of theirinteractions is a not trivial task. For example, the mobile phone companyNokia claims to employ more than 150 di�erent notations and/or methodsin their software development processes. In such new application domains,standard languages may very well miss the modeling goal by distracting themodelers to details of notation instead to details of the domain to be modeled.In O-Telos, as supported by the ConceptBase system, experts can de�nean adapted collection of languages via meta classes. The customized lan-guages are interrelated via a meta meta model which encodes the overallmodeling goals independently from details of the notation of the modelinglanguages.Versions of ConceptBase have been distributed for use in research, teach-ing, and industrial development since the early 1990s. Currently, a few hun-dred groups worldwide use the system, a number of such e�orts have resultedin spin-o� products derived from the ConceptBase prototypes. The main ap-plications have been in cooperation-intensive projects which we have hereplaced in contrast to notation-oriented standards such as UML or domain-oriented reference models as in the ARIS framework. Especially for the ref-erence models, there is good reason to believe that this competitive situationshould be turned into a cooperative one { a cooperative, customized, andgoal-oriented modeling process should still be enabled to take advantage ofexternal experiences as encoded in reference models. This attempt to bringgoals, teamwork, and formal analysis into the customization process of com-ponent software strategies such as SAP or Baan is a major methodologicalgoal of our ongoing research.In order to support such methodological advances, some advances in thetechnical support by ConceptBase are also being investigated. The descrip-tion in this paper corresponds roughly to version 4.1 of the system which hasbeen distributed since 1996. In the following, we sketch some extensions whichhave been developed for integration into the next versions of the system.Any extensions aim to preserve the decisive advantage of O-Telos, its�rm basis on standard predicate logic with clear semantics. Its ability touniformly represent instances, classes, meta classes, and attributes as objectsmakes it an ideal framework for meta data management and meta modeling.



ConceptBase: Managing Conceptual Models about Information Systems 19Its implementation, ConceptBase, adds persistent storage of objects, a queryevaluator, and a collection of graphical and frame-based tools.In order to o�er even more scalability in cooperative modeling tasks,the most important extension is the introduction of a concept of modelingperspectives, i.e. interacting modules, into the language such that models canbe organized according to accepted principles of software architecture. In[Nis97, NJ97], the language M-Telos has been developed (and prototypicallyimplemented) which is upward compatible with O-Telos and preserves thesimple foundations based on Datalog:.A second important extension under development is a more active rolethe ConceptBase server can take with respect to its clients; an importantspecial case is the transformation across notations (as opposed to just analy-sis queries). To preserve consistency, such transformations with materializedresults should be incrementally maintainable over change. In [Sta96, SJ96],formalisms and algorithms to achieve incremental maintenance of material-ized views not only inside the server, but also in external clients have beendeveloped and implemented. The power of such algorithms and the user com-fort are signi�cantly enhanced if they are realized using mobile code that canmove to the client without local installation e�ort. Starting from experienceswith the CoDecide client that o�ers spreadsheet-like interfaces to the kindof data cubes used in data warehousing [GJJ97], a complete Java-based userenvironment is being developed.Last not least, many cooperative modeling processes require inconsistencymanagement not just for static logical interactions, but along possibly com-plex process chains. The current deductive approach only allows the analysisof process chains consisting of very few steps. Recently developed process rea-soning techniques [BMR93] in a logical framework that is comparably simpleto ours appear as a promising candidate for an integration into ConceptBase,without sacri�cing its uniform framework and conceptual simplicity.References[Abe95] P. Abel. Description of the USU-PFR analysis method. Technical report,USU GmbH, M�oglingen, 1995.[Aug91] J.H. August. Joint Application Design: The Group Session Approach toSystem Design. Yourdon Press, Englewood Cli�s, 1991.[BHS+97] P.A. Bernstein, K. Harry, P. Sanders, D. Shutt, and J. Zander. Themicrosoft repository. In Proc. of the 23rd Intl. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases(VLDB), pages 3{12, Athens, Greece, August 1997.[BMR93] A. Borgida, J. Mylopoulos, and R. Reiter. "... and nothing else changes":The frame problem in procedure speci�cations. In Proc. of the Fifteenth Intl.Conf. on Software Engineering (ICSE-15), May 1993.[CGT90] S. Ceri, G. Gottlob, and L. Tanca. Logic Programming and Databases.Springer Verlag, 1990.
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